
Vida Guerra Stars In New Feature Film Release
'Strawberries for the Homeless'

Vida Guerra

/EINPresswire.com/ Voted by FHM as one of the sexiest

women in the world, Vida Guerra has a starring role in

the feature film release entitled, STRAWBERRIES FOR THE

HOMELESS, co-directed by KC Amos and Dale Stelly

Celebrity Actress and IFBB Pro Athlete, Vida Guerra, is

best known for her hit role starring with Tony Denman in

her first feature film role in NATIONAL LAMPOON’S

DORM DAZE: II. The Cuban Actress/Model has appeared

in sketches on CHAPPELLE’S SHOW and music videos

including "Shake Your Tailfeather" (P. Diddy

(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/P._Diddy), Nelly

(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nelly) and Murphy Lee

(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Murphy_Lee), from the Bad Boys 2

(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bad_Boys_2) soundtrack) and "The New Workout Plan" (Kanye West

(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kanye_West)). Vida was awarded “Best Performance by a Human

Female” at the 2006 Spike TV Video Game Awards for the video game, Scarface.

Voted by FHM as one of the sexiest women in the world, Vida Guerra is creating buzz as a result

of her starring role in the feature film release entitled, STRAWBERRIES FOR THE HOMELESS, co-

directed by KC Amos and Dale Stelly and produced by Colored Wind Productions, LLC. Guerra

stars with Nicola Bertram, Julius Callahan, Lawrence Hilton-Jacobs, Ira Katz and Phoebe Price to

name a few. Film director and producer, KC Amos, makes a cameo in the film adding to the

power cast of the dynamic film.

The film is co produced and co-directed by KC Amos and Dale Stelly. Amos has won prestigious

awards from the Sundance Film Festival for a short film and Grammy nomination for his work in

music videos. Amos is known for his cutting edge production work with DreamWorks as well as

his original video productions with top stars including works for Mac 10/Little Wayne/Rick Ross,

Snoop Dogg, and Macy Gray’s Reality Documentary to name a few. Dale Stelly has produced and

directed numerous films for Lionsgate Films most recently the new comedy film, Unemployed. 

STRAWBERRIES FOR THE HOMELESS is Co Produced and Co Directed by K.C. Amos and Dale

Stelly and is an official feature film of Colored Wind Productions, LLC.
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